A Clifford algebra Cℓ(V, η ∈ V * ⊗ V * ) jointly with a Clifford cogebra Cℓ(V, ξ ∈ V ⊗ V ) is said to be a Clifford biconvolution Cℓ(η, ξ). We show that a Clifford biconvolution for dim R Cℓ = 4 does possess an antipode iff det(id − ξ • η) = 0. An antipodal Clifford biconvolution is said to be a Clifford Hopf gebra.
Introduction
After Bourbaki [1989 §11] we use cogebra, bigebra and Hopf gebra instead of coalgebra, bialgebra and Hopf algebra.
Let C be an R-space and C * be an R-dual R-space. If C is an R-cogebra and A is an R-algebra then the R-space A ⊗ C * inherits the structure of an R-algebra with a convolution product: this is a convolution R-algebra, an R-convolution for short. A dual R-space C ⊗ A * inherits a structure of an Rcogebra with coconvolution coproduct: this is a coconvolutional R-cogebra, an R-coconvolution for short.
In particular if an R-space V carries an R-biconvolution algebra & cogebra structure, then do also the R-spaces End V ≃ V ⊗ V * , End V * , as well as all iterated R-spaces End . . . End V inherit also R-biconvolution algebra & cogebra structures.
If the R-space C is an R-cogebra with a coproduct △ : C → C ⊗ C, then C * is an R-algebra with product △ * : C * ⊗ C * → C * . If an R-space A is a finite dimensional R-algebra having a binary product m : A⊗A → A, then an R-dual R-space A * (or Z-graded dual in the case A is not a finite dimensional R-space) is an R-cogebra with a binary coproduct m * : A * → A * ⊗ A * .
However there are several important situations (free tensor algebra, exterior algebra, Clifford algebra, Weyl algebra, ...) where the dual space of an algebra is also an algebra in a natural way by construction. If this is the case, then by the above (Z-graded) duality, both mutually dual R-spaces carry both structures, algebra & cogebra, and therefore we have a dual pair of R-biconvolutions.
An unital and associative convolution possessing an (unique) antipode is said to be a Hopf gebra or an antipodal convolution (Definition 2.3). This terminology has been introduced in [Oziewicz 1997 [Oziewicz , 2001 Nill in 1994 and Böhm & Szlachányi in 1996 introduced weak bigebras and weak Hopf gebras with antipode S defined as the Galois connection with respect to the binary convolution * which does not necessarily needs to be unital [Nill 1998 , Nill et all. 1998 ], id * S * id = id, S * id * S = S.
) is a Clifford R-algebra, then a dual R-space Cℓ(V, ξ) ≡ {Cℓ(V * , ξ)} * is a Clifford Rcogebra. It was shown in [Oziewicz 1997 , and ff.] that a Clifford convolution
) is antipode-less. The aim of this paper is to show that a Clifford convolution Let the convolution be unital, Fig. 1 . This is the case if an R-algebra A is unital with unit u : R → A and an R-cogebra C is counital with counit ǫ : C → R. If an antipode exists w.r.t. an unital associative convolution it must be unique.
An antipodal biconvolution defines a unique crossing as given in Fig. 8 in the last Section, see [Oziewicz 1997 [Oziewicz , 2001 Figure 6 : Left-right product -coproduct duality. Cup's are either 'ev' or η ∧ .
Cliffordization
The tensors η, η T ∈ V * ⊗ V * are said to be scalar products on V or coscalar products on V * (η T is the transpose of η). The tensors ξ, ξ T ∈ V ⊗ V are said to be scalar products on V * and coscalar on V . In particular Clifford biconvolution was defined in [Oziewicz 2001 ] as the (η, ξ)-bicliffordization of an exterior biconvolution. In Sweedler's notation,
If the product coproduct duality of Fig. 6 is used with cup as an evaluation, then every product on V ∧ induces a coproduct on V * ∧ and vice versa. If η ∧ -cup's and ξ-cap's are used, one gets a correlation between products on V ∧ and coproducts on V ∧ . A Clifford R-algebra together with a Clifford R-cogebra on
, is said to be a Clifford R-convolution. It was shown in [Oziewicz 1997 ] that a Clifford R-convolution for ξ •η = id and for η•ξ = id is antipodeless. An antipode-less Clifford convolution Cℓ(η, η −1 ) for an invertible tensor η cannot be a deformation of an exterior Graßmann Hopf gebra.
Definition 3.1. The tensors η and ξ are said to be dependent if 0 = A ∈ End V and 0 = B ∈ End V * exist such that one of the following relations hold,
If the tensors η & ξ are independent then the Clifford product and coproduct are defined independently by Rota & Stein's deformation.
Cliffordization and cocliffordization of the Graßmann convolution does not change the convolutive unit U = u • ǫ. However since the Z-grading is changed due to the skewsymmetric parts of η and ξ, the counit is no longer the projection onto R ⊂ V∧ [Fauser 1998 [Fauser -2000a ].
The Clifford antipode
(iv) The minimal polynomial of µS is
Proof. Theorem 4.1 was proved for dim R V = 1 in [Oziewicz 1997 ]. If dim R V = n then for A ∈ End V,
The Clifford antipode S ≡ S(η, ξ) ∈ End V ∧ is computed from Fig. 2 . We give the proof for dim R V = 2 only. The general case will be treated elsewhere. Let r, s, t, u, v, z ∈ R and
Then we find together with (i) of the main theorem:
µ · S 1 = 1 + 4zt + 2t e 1 ∧ e 2 , µS(e 1 ∧ e 2 ) = 2z + e 1 ∧ e 2 .
An action of g ∈ GL(V ) on tensors η ∈ V * ⊗ V * and ξ ∈ V ⊗ V is given as follows
It would be desirable to study GL(V )-orbits on (V * ⊗ V * ) × (V ⊗ V ) and present full classification of all orbits in terms of invariants. However, this topic exceeds the scope of this paper and will be presented elsewhere. (η + η T ). We found a Clifford antipode for det η = 0 = det ξ,
The following matrices for rs = 0 represent the same tensor from V * ⊗2 or from V ⊗2 with respect to the different bases, these matrices are on the same GL(2, R) orbit,
An antipode for regular scalar and coscalar tensors can be found also.
An antipode-less Clifford bigebra
A Clifford biconvolution Cℓ(η, ξ) is antipode-less if det(id − ξ • η) = 0. In particular this is the case if ξ = η −1 . It was shown [Oziewicz 1997 ] that
Problem 5.1. What axioms for Clifford biconvolution implies the condition det(id−ξ •η) = 0? In particular, does a braid exists for which such a Clifford biconvolution is a braided Hopf gebra in the usual sense? If such a braid exits how much freedom remains for choices? Compare with [Oziewicz 1997 [Oziewicz , p. 1272 where it was shown that for dim R V = 1, dim R Cℓ = 2 exists a 12-parameter family of crossings.
Lemma 5.2. Let A ∈ End R V and dim R V = 2. Then the following equations are equivalent:
According to Lemma 5.2 we have to ask that
We present three examples of antipode-less Clifford biconvolutions Cℓ(η, ξ),
and for η & ξ given by (1) with signature (+, −),
6 Splitting idempotent Definition 6.1 (Eilenberg 1948 , Cartan & Eilenberg 1956 ). Let R be a commutative ring. An exact sequence of homomorphisms of R-modules, im s = ker r,
splits if im s = ker r = X ′ is a direct summand of X. i) The sequence (2) splits.
Definition 6.3 (Pierce 1982; Hahn 1994) . Let ∆ ξ ∈ alg(Cℓ, Cℓ⊗Cℓ) split the exact sequence of R-algebra homomorphisms
In this case the element of the crossed R-algebra, viz. ∆ ξ 1 = ξ ∧ ∈ Cℓ ⊗ Cℓ, is said to be a splitting idempotent (a cleft of Cℓ ⊗ Cℓ), Fig. 8 gives a cogebra map ∧ η ∈ cog(Cℓ ⊗ Cℓ, Cℓ) and an algebra homomorphism ∆ ξ ∈ alg(Cℓ, Cℓ ⊗ Cℓ) [Oziewicz 1997 [Oziewicz , 2001 
Crossing
A crossing for an antipodal convolution is defined on Fig. 8 (grade x)(grade y) y ⊗ x, s 2 = id Cℓ⊗Cℓ .
In the sequel µ ≡ det(id−ξ•η) = 0. The degree of the minimal polynomial of the crossing σ ∈ End R(Cℓ ⊗ Cℓ) we denote by: degree(σ) ∈ N.
